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Abstract

Chemistry nomenclature is perceived to be a closed topic. However, we show here that
the identification of polyanionic groups is still ambiguous and so is the nomenclature
for some ternary compounds. We work through two examples, boron phosphate (BPO4)
and boron arsenate (BAsO4), which were assigned to the large phosphate and arsenate
families, respectively, more than a century ago. Through the results of this Account, we
determine that these two compounds should be renamed as: phosphorous borate (PBO4)
and arsenic borate (AsBO4). Beyond epistemology, this has palatable consequences at
several levels in the predictive character of Chemistry. It paves the way for future work
on the possible synthesis of SbBO4 and BiBO4, and it also renders previous structure
field maps completely predictive, allowing us to foresee the structure and phase
transitions of NbBO4 and TaBO4. Overall, this work demonstrates that Quantum
Mechanics calculations can contribute to the improvement of current chemistry
nomenclature. Such a revisiting is necessary to classify compounds and understand their
properties, leading to the main final aim of a chemist: predicting new compounds, their
structures, and their transformations.
1. Framework
The part of chemistry nomenclature related to the systematic classification of
compounds, as introduced by Pauling over a century ago, is perceived to be a rather
closed topic (1). In particular, the notation of ternary polycationic ABXn compounds (A
and B cations and X anion) was assumed to be that of pseudo-binary AX compounds by
noting them as one cation - A, and one anion - BXn. Under this notation, ABXn
compounds can be understood as the composition of polyhedral units, formed by X
anions around A (AXo) and B (BXm) cations. The polyanionic group BXm is usually
1

formed by cation B with higher valence and smaller coordination, which, according to
Pauling’s rules, has the stronger electrostatic bond with anion X. In this way, BXm
groups form closed units that tend to separate highly charged B cations amongst them,
so as to reduce the electrostatic repulsion between these cations (e.g. cyanates or
phosphates) (2).
The rules for naming inorganic compounds were revised in 1970 (3), when a
non-ambiguous notation was favoured over chemical insight. As an example, in the
classical nomenclature, phosphate represented polyanion PO43-, whereas phosphite
referred to PO33-. Within the 1970 IUPAC rules, phosphate defines a general negative
group with phosphorous as the central atom, irrespective of the oxidation state.
However, the existence/recognition of such polyatomic units in complex compounds,
without resorting to chemical intuition, may lead to ambiguous cases. Here, we aim at
illustrating one of these cases, by analysing in particular ABO4 compounds containing
boron. The natural question lies in how to determine which of the cations should be
labelled “A” and which “B”, i.e., which one is the main polyatomic anion. For clarity,
general B cations will be noted in italic, B, whereas the boron atom will be noted in
regular capital B. Historically, several criteria have been proposed to identify these B
cations: structural similarity, polyhedral compressibility, valence, and size to cite the
most important ones. In most ABO4 compounds with a quartz-related structure (i.e.,
composed by AO4 and BO4 tetrahedra), all the above mentioned criteria converge. Here
we will show that this is not the case for the boron-containing compounds.
Understanding the ambient and pressure-induced phases of ABO4 compounds, as
well as their behaviour under compression, is a challenging task within Crystal
Chemistry, with implications extending to many fields, including earth, planetary, and
material sciences. Furthermore, since many properties of materials, such as
piezoelectricity or thermal expansion, depend on the crystalline structure, it becomes
imperative to predict the different phases of materials for technological applications (4).
A well-known example, due to its relevance in earth sciences and in different
technologies, like radiative waste recovery, is the family of orthosilicates which
includes the minerals zircon (ZrSiO4) and hafnon (HfSiO4). Many orthosilicates
crystallize in the zircon-type structure and undergo a pressure-induced phase transition
to the scheelite-type structure. Curiously enough, these compounds can be recovered in
the metastable scheelite phase at room pressure since they do not revert to the original
zircon-type phase upon decompression; thus leading to improved properties for certain
applications with respect to the original zircon-type phase (5; 6).
Predicting the structure of a solid of a given composition at a determined
temperature and pressure is of the uttermost importance in Solid State Science. Until the
recent advent of metadynamics and genetic algorithms, the task of predicting the
structure of a solid compound was accomplished through trial-and-error. The
consequent use of structure field maps or diagrams was a step in the right design
direction. These maps enable predicting the structure of a given compound based on
ionic parameters (typically ionic radii). Given the current computational price of
predictive algorithms, these maps still play a major role in the structure prediction of a
compound given its composition, both at ambient conditions and at extreme
temperature-pressure conditions. Hence, general classifications of compounds in
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structure field maps or diagrams are crucial when it comes to predicting crystalline
structure and phase transformations under pressure (i.e. their “reactivity”) (7).
In particular, it is possible to find general trends of ABO4 compounds in terms of
the properties of A and B cations that enable the prediction of the room pressure
structure for a given compound, and its transformations under pressure. In this context,
diagrams of ABO4 compounds have been usually constructed assuming pseudo-binary
compounds, formed by Ax+ and (BOm)x- ions, where the BOm group is the polyatomic
anion that gives name to the compound (e.g. silicate, phosphate). Once the polyanion is
known, the classification is usually done in terms of ionic radii (8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13;
14). Therefore, the identification of the main polyanion is critical to classifying the
structural behaviour of ABO4 compounds and circumventing extensive (and expensive)
calculations.
The diagrams for ABO4 compounds are very rich. Indeed, the large number of
cations whose valence sum up to +8 leads to many AxB8−xO4 combinations, so the ABO4
family is large and diverse. In order to simplify its characterization, ABO4 compounds
are divided into subfamilies based on the forming polyanion (15) (see S.I. for a brief
enumeration). Among these subfamilies (15), the shortest and less recognized one (by
far) is the orthoborate (BO4) family, whose only known members to date are the very
rare minerals of schiavinatoite (NbBO4) and behierite (TaBO4), crystallizing in the
zircon-type structure (16; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21), as well as possibly VBO4, merely referred
to as BVO4 in Ref. (7). Contrary to expectation, this last compound was not found to be
isostructural to silica, and no data has been found about its precise structure (19).
Overall, the orthoborate family of ABO4 compounds is so poorly understood that the
compound TaBO4 was named as BTaO4 in Ref. (11), despite it crystallizes in the
zircon-type structure (no tantalate is known to crystallize in the zircon-type structure!)
and that it was named as tantalum borate in a previous work (22). In this context, the
omission of the orthoborate subfamily in the first reviews on the systematization of
ABX4 crystal structures and their transformations (11; 12) is not surprising.
Apart from the schiavinatoite and behierite minerals, and the brief mention of
BVO4, there are two other boron-containing ABO4 compounds, which have also been
known for more than a century (23): boron phosphate (BPO4) and boron arsenate
(BAsO4), both crystallizing in the high cristoballite (I-4, No. 82, Z=4) structure (24).
This structure can be viewed as formed by PO4 (AsO4) and BO4 polyhedra, which are
linked by their corners (Figure 1). Following Pauling’s rules, they were respectively
named boron phosphate and boron arsenate more than a century ago, due to the larger
valence of P and As (5+), as opposed to that of B (3+). In other words, PO4 and AsO4
were assumed to be the main polyatomic units. The nomenclature choice was also
supported by the structure. Both compounds crystallize in the high-cristobalite structure,
which derives from the -quartz structure, comparable to the berlinite structure of
aluminium phosphate (AlPO4) and aluminium arsenate (AlAsO4) (25; 26).
Building upon the previous reasoning, the classical nomenclature was also
supported by the traditional polyhedral compressibility approach in Solid State Science.
The compressibility of ABO4 compounds has been usually summarized in terms of the
compressibility of polyhedral units around A and B cations (27). It suffices to identify
3

the A cation as the one that leads to the most compressible polyatomic AOo unit. In this
way, the polyhedron AOo governs the compressibility of the material, while the BOm
unit is the “fixed” or incompressible polyanion (28). When this approach is used for
BPO4 and BAsO4, PO4 comes out as the natural main unit in BPO4, whereas this is
doubtful in the case of BAsO4 (see Figure S1).
All in all, the historical classification of BPO4 and BAsO4 is substantially
supported from all classical pointers except one. The pressure-induced phase transitions
observed in these compounds do not match those observed in related phosphates and
arsenates, such as AlPO4 and AlAsO4. In this context, Fukunaga and Yamaoka’s (FY’s)
diagram (11) provides an extensive rationalization of the ambient phase and pressureinduced phase transitions in ABO4 compounds (Figure 2). This diagram is organized in
terms of two variables: t=(rA+rB)/2rO in the abscissa and k=rA/rB in the ordinate, where
rA, rB, and rO are the ionic radii of the A and B cations, and oxygen, respectively. This
diagram enables the prediction of the structure of a given ABO4 compound at ambient
conditions with good accuracy. Moreover, a “south-east” rule is observed upon
pressurization (t increases, k decreases), which enables the prediction of structural
transformations under pressure assuming that pressure leads to: i) a greater compression
of the oxygen anion over that of the cations, and ii) a greater compression of cation A
over that of cation B. In FY’s diagram, the Pauling’s valence rule is used to decide on
the main unit, so that A cations should have the smaller valence. Since we are
comparing boron (3+) with pnictogen atoms (5+), the traditional assignment is again
supported.
However, this attribution challenges the predictive power of FY’s diagram,
which for the first time does not hold neither for BPO4 nor for BAsO4. These two
compounds undergo a transition at high pressure and high temperature from the high
cristobalite (29) to the berlinite (or low quartz) structure (Figure 2) (30), i.e. they follow
an anomalous “north-east” behavior in FY’s diagram. It must be stressed that such
anomaly would also affect BTaO4, which was already known to be a zircon-type
compound (7), but whose location in FY’s diagram is not compatible with such a
structure (see red symbols in Figure 2). Finally, it is worth mentioning that the anomaly
would also probably affect BVO4, whose structure is unknown (Ref. (9)-p10).
Therefore, it is clear that all boron-containing ABO4 compounds put into question the
predictive capability of FY’s diagram, both in terms of their structures at ambient
pressure and of their pressure-induced phase transitions. For these reasons, the
orthoborate subfamily was not allocated in the original FY’s diagram (11). Only BPO4
and BAsO4, two well-known compounds, were allocated in this diagram, assuming they
were a phosphate and an arsenate, respectively, and their anomalous pressure-induced
phase transitions was barely commented in the work.
The anomaly of BPO4 and BAsO4 was noted by Bastide (12), who, following
Dachille and Roy’s initiative (8), classified ABO4 compounds using the cation and anion
sizes as the main criterion. Taking into account the smaller ionic radius (31) of B (0.11
Å) as opposed to those of P (0.17 Å) and As (0.34 Å), Bastide renamed these two
compounds PBO4 and AsBO4 (12). He suggested that the predictive power of FY’s
diagram could be recovered if the argument used to identify cations A and B in ABO4
compounds was size rather than valence. Under this characterization, all anomalies of
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boron-based compounds could be solved. However, a definitive justification for this
change in the chemical nomenclature was still missing. In this work we show, by means
of ab initio total-energy calculations, that BPO4 and BAsO4 are borates, solving an
almost a century-old controversy. Therefore, they will be noted as PBO4 and AsBO4
from now on. Moreover, we provide a mathematical foundation in terms of chemical
hardness for the use of a size criterion over valence and also over polyhedral
compressibility in ABO4 compounds. This result has important implications in Solid
State Science, where the polyhedral compressibility approach is still widely used. As an
example of the usefulness of our approach, a new FY’s diagram, where the new borates
follow the main trends, is provided. More generally, our approach lays the foundations
for the use of Quantum Mechanics calculations as a source of information that can be
used to settle arguments, in which common chemical approaches (size, valence,
electronegativity, etc.) lead to different answers.
Results and discussion
The high cristobalite structure of PBO4 (AsBO4) is derived from the ideal
tetragonal cristobalite structure by a tilting of the polyhedra (see arrow in Figure 1)
around the two-fold axes parallel to the c axis (32; 33). This tilting leads to a departure
of the c/a axial ratio and the x position of the O atoms - xO, from their ideal values in the
cristobalite structure (c/a = √2, xO = 0). Our calculated values of structural parameters
for both PBO4 and AsBO4 under compression are in agreement with previous
experimental and theoretical values (29) (see Figures S2-S5). Noticeably, our
theoretical data yield a bulk modulus of 53.7 GPa (49.5 GPa) for PBO4 (AsBO4), which
is in good agreement with the experimental value of 56.0 GPa (49.0 GPa) (29).
Of special interest are the results for xO, since this parameter is related to the
average tilting angle  (29; 32):

 = arctg[4xO]

(1)

Unlike many ABO4 compounds, the low-pressure compressibility of the high
cristobalite structure of PBO4 and AsBO4 is not related to polyhedral compression, but
rather to the increase of the tilting angle of the constituting polyhedral units (Figure
3(top)). This process results in a collapse of the structural gaps of the a-b plane upon
pressurization (movie of the compression mechanism available in S.I.). In particular, the
highly anisotropic c/a compressibility of AsBO4 (Figure 3(down)) has been related to
the increase of tilting (29). However, our calculations show that the evolution of the
tilting is homogenous for both compounds, meaning that it does not explain the
different trends in the c/a ratio observed under compression in AsBO4 (they are not
observed in PBO4).
Following previous studies on the change of polarity of BP under pressure (34),
we reviewed the evolution of atomic charges under pressure, but no major changes were
found (Figure S6). Instead, our analysis of the electron density showed that tilting
results in significant changes in the bonding pattern (see Methods below), which in turn
affect the compressibility of the structure. Therefore, the greater size of As relative to P
makes the As atom more receptive to these contact changes (see relative atomic
volumes in Table 2). At 0 GPa, common O-As and O-B bonds are observed in Figure
5

4a, where the expected AsO4 and BO4 polyhedra are highlighted. Noticeably, new O-O
contacts appear between oxygen atoms belonging to different layers at 10 GPa (Figure
4b). These contacts occur between the rotating units, such that the c/a ratio is only
slightly affected. Moreover, new O-O contacts of O atoms in the same a-b plane are
observed above 15 GPa (Figure 4c) and again at 22GPa (Figure 4d). From a chemical
point of view, the new bonds correspond to an O2− polymerization. These O links hinder
the tilting, thus explaining the anisotropic behavior of AsBO4. These new set of bonds
in turn decrease the compressibility of c, leading to a plateau in the c/a plot. In
summary, the analysis of the electron density permits the explanation of the anisotropic
behavior of the high cristobalite structure of AsBO4 as the result of the polymerization
of oxygen atoms upon pressurization.
We can also use the information obtained from the electron density to resolve
the controversy on the nomenclature of PBO4 and AsBO4. As commented above, FY’s
diagram is a good structure field map for describing and predicting the behavior of
ABO4 compounds, except in the case of boron-based compounds (see Figure 2). The
latter constitute a rare case, in which valence and size give different answers for the
designation of A and B cations; in other words, the choice of the main polyatomic BO4
unit in these materials becomes crucial. We argue that following Bastide’s initiative
(12), size constitutes a better criterion than valence. In such a case, BPO4 and BAsO4
with k<1 will become PBO4 and AsBO4 with k > 1, and their phase transition will
follow the south-east rule, like all other ABO4 compounds in FY’s diagram (compare
Figures 5(top)-(down)).
The south-east rule in FY’s diagram implies that cation A compresses faster than
cation B. It is the effect of this rule on k that accounts for the failure of the boron
compounds to reproduce the general behavior. Hence, the crucial factor in the
classification of these compounds is the compression rate of A and B cations.
Historically, this was checked by means of the polyhedral approach explained above.
However, in the case of compounds such as PBO4 and AsBO4, whose main compression
mechanism is tilting, this approach is inadequate, meaning that the compressibility of
these compounds is not related to the compressibility of atomic polyhedra, but to the
compression of the voids between them (Figure 3). In order to prove it, we calculated
the evolution of the tetrahedral (T) and Octahedral (Oh) voids in the high cristobalite
structure upon pressurization (see Table 2 and Figure S7). It can be seen that it is
precisely these void units, not attributable to any given atom within the polyhedral
approach, which are mainly responsible for the compression of the high cristobalite
structure of both PBO4 and AsBO4. Note that the compressibility of the voids in PBO4
(AsBO4) is more similar to that of the bulk than those of the BO4 and PO4 (AsO4) units,
whose relative volume decrease is less than 10%, up to 50 GPa. Hence, we can see that
the historical polyhedral approach is not valid for rationalizing the behavior of
structures with voids, like the high cristobalite structures of PBO4 and AsBO4.
In order to generalize the size concept in FY’s and Bastide’s diagrams, a
definition of atomic volumes without voids is needed. Such definition is provided by the
atomic partition introduced by the topological analysis of the electron density within
QTAIM. This approach associates the region around each atom to each nucleus, just as
a mountain is represented by its summit. This provides a finite basin volume i to each
6

atom i, which results in no voids left in the structure because the sum of all i results in
the total unit cell volume. Using this definition of atomic volumes, the macroscopic
compressibility of the crystal can be expressed as a sum of atomic contributions, as
follows:
(2)
where
defines the atomic compressibility, while
is the fractional
occupation volume of the i-th atom (of volume ) in the unit cell of volume (35; 36).
Under this representation, not only basin volumes and charge populations are additive,
but compressibility as well.
The evolution upon compression of the volume of the QTAIM atomic basins i
for P (As), B, and O in the high cristobalite structure of PBO4 (AsBO4) is shown in
Figure S8. Furthermore, atomic bulk moduli have been calculated following Eq. (2)
from a Vinet fit, leading to the data collected in Table 3. It can be observed that the
largest compressibility (largest slope) corresponds to the O atom, while the smallest
compressibility (smallest slope) corresponds to the B atom. Consequently, electrondensity derived volumes within QTAIM clearly indicate that the compressibility of the
B atom is much smaller than that of the P and As atoms, thus suggesting that the boron
atom must be the B atom in boron-containing ABO4 compounds. This result also points
to the relevance of electron density studies in Solid State Science, as already highlighted
in the growing field of Quantum Crystallography (37).
In summary, the QTAIM approach yields the ability to discern the hardest atom,
and as a result, find the main polyatomic unit. It does, however, have the disadvantage
of requiring the calculation of the EOS for every atomic contribution, which can be
cumbersome. Fortunately, we can design several layers of approximations to
circumvent it. Looking back at Eq. (2), the contribution of an ion to the total
compressibility will depend on its relative volume in the cell - , but also on its
compressibility - . It has been shown that hydrostatic compressibility of an atom is
inversely proportional to it hardness, (see Methods for greater details) (38):
(3)
where N represents the number of atoms in the unit cell of volume V.
This equation establishes a link between a microscopic parameter-dictating reactivity
(i.e. chemical hardness, or ) and the resistance of the solid to external pressures. This is
important, because it makes possible to relate compressibility to the shape and size of
the atoms. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that hardness is inversely proportional to
the atomic size (39). Putting these concepts together (see Methods for a complete
derivation), we can see that, in agreement with common chemical knowledge, atomic
compressibility is proportional to atomic size (
). In other words, according to
common acceptance, ions become softer as their radius increases. Figure S9 shows that
this relationship holds for all the different ions in PBO4 and AsBO4. Although we have
used radii derived from the solid within QTAIM, the relationship also holds for ionic
radii. In summary, this method provides a working horse approximation in order to a
priori determine the hard ions in a crystal, and hence the polyanion complex.
7

Furthermore, we have provided the physical foundation for the prevalence of size over
valence that should dictate the attribution of A and B cations in ABO4 compounds.
Consequently, the nomenclature of these compounds should be guided by size,
simultaneously restoring the predictive character of structure field maps.
We want to highlight that all the results reported here for PBO4 and AsBO4 have
several consequences from the chemical point of view. First and foremost, the BO4 units
(including their corresponding structural voids) are the less compressible ones;
therefore, they can be considered as the main structural polyatomic units of these two
pseudo-binary compounds. Second, these two compounds should be considered borates
and not a phosphate and an arsenate, respectively, as was previously assumed. In other
words, the notation according to their properties should rather be PBO4 and AsBO4,
instead of BPO4 and BAsO4, respectively.
From the high pressure point of view, the demonstrated proportionality of the
bulk moduli to size (Eq. (3) - (5)) confirms the use of ionic radii as a good
approximation for classifying polyatomic anions and ensuring a coherent nomenclature
in ambiguous cases. We propose the use of the larger ionic radius when choosing the A
cation in ABO4 compounds within FY’s diagram, as it is done in Bastide’s diagram.
Hence, all ABO4 compounds in FY’s diagram must have k > 1. This would lead to the
re-allocation of both PBO4 and AsBO4 in the revised FY’s diagram (Figure 5 (down)),
and the use of the “south-east” rule for understanding pressure-induced phase transitions
in all ABO4 compounds.
Most importantly, this redefinition of FY’s diagram reinforces its predictive
power even for unknown phases. This ensures a low-cost understanding of new phases
and their transformations, which we can now test. In particular, if the very rare zircontype minerals schiavinatoite (NbBO4) and behierite (TaBO4) are included as borates, the
orthoborate subfamily is further enlarged. According to the corrected FY’s diagram, as
well as Bastide’s diagram, NbBO4 and TaBO4 should crystallize in the zircon structure
and transform under pressure to either the scheelite or the monazite phase. Testing this
hypothesis with our calculations on the three phases, we can conclude that, at zero
pressure, the zircon type structure is indeed more stable than the scheelite and monazite
phases. Moreover, we predict a pressure-induced phase transition from the zircon
structure towards the scheelite phase (see Figure S10) at 47.5 GPa (52.0 GPa) for
NbBO4 (TaBO4). It is important to remark that the orthoborate family of ABO4
compounds is the only one featuring the A cation with a greater valence (+5) than the B
cation (+3).
In addition, the redefinition of the chemical nomenclature of PBO4 and AsBO4
creates the opportunity for exploring interesting new avenues. It opens the door for the
possible synthesis of other ABO4 compounds with A atoms from the 5B group (Sb, Bi).
According to the corrected FY’s and Bastide’s diagrams, SbBO4 and BiBO4 should
crystallize in the compact orthorhombic Cmcm, and tetragonal zircon-type structures,
respectively, and the yet unknown structure of VBO4 could also belong to the Cmcm
symmetry (see Fig. 5).
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Conclusions
We have shown, by means of an analysis of the electron density provided by
Quantum Mechanics calculations, that the chemical nomenclature of pseudo-binary
compounds, like the ABO4 ones, is not yet a solved issue. Until now, the identification
of polyatomic anions relied on chemical knowledge and in most cases, the analysis of
the valence and the size of the atoms provided a mutually coherent answer. What we
have shown instead is that, in boron-containing ABO4 compounds, like PBO4 and
AsBO4, this is not the case. Boron (=2.04, Pauling scale) has a similar
electronegativity to that of phosphorous (=2.19) and arsenic (=2.18). Phosphorous
and arsenic hold a higher valence (+5) than boron (+3), which usually leads to harder
anions. However, the small size of boron (rB= 0.11 Å, rP=0.17 Å and rAs=0.34 Å) leads
to an important competition. In fact, the chemical hardness of these ions at their formal
charge is largely more important for B3+ (B3+= 221 eV, P5+=155 eV and As5+=65 eV)
despite its smaller valence. Consequently, our calculations show that boron must be the
B cation in boron-containing ABO4 compounds.
Our results are of important implications for general Chemistry and Solid State
Sciences. The first consequence is that the two compounds need to be renamed as
phosphorous borate (PBO4) and arsenic borate (AsBO4) - a nomenclature in agreement
with their properties. We must emphasize that this result prompts for the revision of the
nomenclature of borophosphates, which perhaps should be renamed as
phosphoroborates (40). Secondly, it would mean that the general FY’s diagram of ABO4
compounds should be reformulated in terms of size instead of valence, in order to be
able to welcome novel structures while keeping its predictive power. In this way, both
FY’s and Bastide’s diagrams for ABO4 compounds are defined on the same roots.
Thirdly, the new borates PBO4 and AsBO4 form - together with NbBO4, TaBO4, and the
poorly known VBO4 - the orthoborate subfamily; i.e., the only ABO4 compounds with
the A cations having a valence higher than +4; this could also mean that zircon-type
borates could be the most uncompressible ABO4 compounds, due to the well-known
relationship between the bulk modulus and the formal charge of the A cation in zircontype compounds (13; 26). Fourthly, the existence of PBO4 and AsBO4 opens the door
for the synthesis of new members of the borate family with A cations of a +5 valence,
such as the yet unknown SbBO4 and BiBO4 compounds.
Finally, from a more general perspective we can draw two main conclusions.
With respect to Chemistry, the nomenclature of compounds is still an open topic and
Quantum Mechanics calculations, together with electron density analysis, can help us to
improve it. As an example, we have highlighted the case of polyanions, which still
remained defined in terms of chemical intuition. Resorting to a general rationalization in
terms of properties, these ambiguities can be solved when characteristics such as
valence or size do not run in the same direction. In relation to Physics, the historical
polyhedral approach has been shown to not be valid for rationalizing the behavior of
structures with voids under compression, like the high crystobalite structure. In these
cases, the analysis of electron density can facilitate the definition of new atomic
volumes that will recover the predicting capability of structure field maps.
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Methods
Electronic structure calculations were carried out within the DFT formalism with a plane-wave
pseudopotential approach, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package. We used the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (GGA-PBE) for the exchange-correlation
functional (41), and the projector augmented wave (PAW) all-electron description of the electron-ioncore interaction (42). Brillouin-zone integrals were approximated using the Monkhorst-Pack method (43),
and the energies converged with respect to k-point density (k-point grid spacing of 2 x 0.03 Å−1), and to
the plane wave kinetic energy cut-off (600 eV).
Identifying the main unit of a solid from its wave function requires obtaining atomic
contributions and the bonding pattern. This can be done resorting to the electron density in the framework
of the dynamical system theory (44; 45; 46). This approach was developed by Bader and co-workers in
what is known as Quantum Theory of Atoms In Molecules (QTAIM) (47).The electron density presents a
rich topology with mountains, valleys, plateau zones, and different kinds of critical points (maxima,
saddle, ring, and cage points) where
vanishes. Within QTAIM, the first order saddle points are
indicative of the bonding between two atoms, which leads to them being called “bond critical points”
(bcps). Zero flux surfaces of the
enclose 3D regions or basins that can be associated with atoms
(aka. the basins). In the case of crystals, this partition leads to basins that are finite, disjoint, and space
filling, which means the addition of all of them over the unit cell recovers its full volume (see S.I. for
more details).
The concept of chemical hardness, as defined in conceptual DFT is also used in the text. Indeed, the
chemical hardness (48) is given by the second derivative of the energy, E, with respect of the number of
electrons, , at constant chemical potential, (i.e. at fixed geometry in our case):

In solids, this quantity yields the band gap,

. This quantity can be related to atomic compressibility,

, of as follows (38):
(3)
This equation establishes a link between a microscopic parameter-dictating reactivity (i.e. chemical
hardness, or ) and the macroscopic resistance of the solid to external pressures.
This is important, because it makes possible to relate compressibility to the shape and size of the atoms.
Indeed, it has been demonstrated that a basic relationship between the chemical hardness of an atom - ,
and its size - ri, holds as below (39):
(4)
Putting Eq. (3) and (4) together, we can see that, in agreement with common chemical
knowledge, atomic compressibility is proportional to atomic size (
); meaning that ions become
softer as their radius increases.
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Tables
Table 1: Cell parameters for PBO4 and AsBO4 from our calculations and previous
experimental results.14 Cell parameter a in Å, B0 in GPa.
PBO4

AsBO4
B′0

a

c/a

1.513 0.132 53.7

4.2

5.584

1.499 0.155 49.5

3.7

1.531 0.140 56.0

4.7

4.467

1.526 0.158 49.0

5.0

a

c/a

Theory (Ours)

4.433

Experiment

4.339

x

B0

x

B′0

B0

Table 2: B0 (in GPa) for polyhedral units. X stands for P/As. Both atomic and void
polyhedra are included. T stands for tetrahedron and Oh for octahedral void.
Polyhedron

BO4

XO4

Void T1

Void T2

Void T3

Void T4

Void Oh

PBO4

298.0

648.7

24.20

25.94

107.31

105.30

49.94

AsBO4

251.8

519.0

21.99

26.17

73.24

71.12

45.41

Table 3: Atomic bulk moduli B0i (in GPa) as determined from QTAIM.
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PBO4

AsBO4

Atom i

B0i

fi

B0i

fi

O

48.0

0.785

42.0

0.862

P/As

117.5

0.172

98.5

0.118

B

150.9

0.043

128.3

0.019
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Figures

Figure 1: Polyhedral image of PBO4 at ambient pressure across the bc and ab planes.
PO4 polyhedra are depicted in green and BO4 polyhedra in purple.

Figure 2: Original FY’s diagram with BPO4, BAsO4 and other boron-related
compounds (in red color) as if they were A3+B5+O4 compounds where A is boron, hence
with k<1. Clearly, the formulation BTaO4 is not compatible with the observed zircon
structure at room conditions.

Figure 3: (top) Pressure dependence of polyhedra tilting in PBO4 (red) and AsBO4
(black) as calculated from Eq. (3). Tilting is shown in the polyhedral representation for
some representative pressures. (bottom) Evolution of the c/a ratio upon pressurization
of PBO4 (red) and AsBO4 (black). Theoretical dada (lines) are compared to
experimental data (symbols) from Ref. 15. Bonding regions are marked with vertical
lines and labelled accordingly in the insets.

Figure 4: Evolution of bond critical points (bcps) in compressed AsBO4 at 0 GPa (a),
10 GPa (b), 15 GPa (c), and 22 GPa (d). Oxygen in red, As in green, and B in purple.
Bcps are represented with small spheres: O-As and O-B bonds at 0 GPa (in orange), OO bonds at 10 GPa (pink), interlayer bonds at 15 GPa (blue), and 22 GPa (green).
Polyhedra have been colored in blue (BO4) and green (AsO4) at 0 GPa to facilitate
differentiation of As-O and B-O bonds at room pressure.

Figure 5: (top) Bastide’s diagram for ABO4 compounds. The whole family of borates is
indicated in red. (bottom) Corrected FY’s diagram with PBO4 and AsBO4 re-allocated
by considering that both are borates. The family of borates is highlighted in red color.
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